A Checklist for Guarding Against Cache Poisoning Attacks
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1. **Use forwarders.** The recent spoofing attacks against name servers are an object lesson in the importance of not allowing all of your internal name servers to query name servers on the Internet directly. If your internal name servers turn out to be vulnerable to a well-known DNS spoofing attack, you may be able to address it by securing or upgrading your forwarders. If you don’t use forwarders, be prepared to upgrade all of your internal name servers. Yuck.

2. **Run the latest version of BIND on your forwarders.** The Microsoft DNS Server, as well as older BIND name servers, don’t protect themselves against cache poisoning attacks as well as BIND 9 does. Your forwarders are directly exposed to the Internet, so run the most robust name server code there.

3. **If possible, split your external authoritative name servers and forwarders.** External authoritative name servers need to accept queries from almost any address, but forwarders don’t. If you split these name servers into two camps, you can protect each: On the external authoritative name servers, disable recursion. On the forwarders, allow only queries from your internal address space.

4. **If you split your external name servers and forwarders,** filter traffic to and from your forwarders. Using either firewall- or router-based filters, ensure that Internet name servers can’t send queries to your forwarders. This will probably require “stateful” filtering of UDP datagrams, to allow only solicited DNS messages (i.e., responses to queries) from Internet name servers to your forwarders.

5. **If you can’t split your authoritative name servers and forwarders, restrict recursion as much as possible.** Only allow recursive queries if they come from your internal address space. Oh, that requires the ability to apply an ACL to recursive queries, which you can’t do with the Microsoft DNS Server. BIND 9’s views may come in handy here, allowing you to separate your name server’s role as an authoritative name server and as a forwarder into separate views, each with its own configuration. The authoritative view would have recursion disabled, and only internal clients could access the internal view.

*For more information on securing your name servers, see O’Reilly & Associates’ DNS and BIND.*
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